BEYOND VIRTUALITY
As a group of artworks by the artists‘ collaboration neclectic, „Beyond Virtuality“ was
exhibited at the center for performing arts „La Filature“ in Mulhouse, France from
11 May to 8 July, 2012.
Including interconnected parts, the artworks appear in different media and presentation forms like websites, video works, advertising products and the exhibition at
„La Filature“. The initial position is ALTER CONSTRAINT, a fictional global network
organisation on www.alterconstraint.com. For the solo exhibition parts of the virtual
world of ALTER CONSTRAINT have been transferred into the exhibition space.
The show consists of five different spaces and each of them represents a variation on
the key issues related to ALTER CONSTRAINT and the World Wide Web.
„Beyond Virtuality“ questions the daily entertainment and tries to get to the bottom of
the grotesqueness of the cult, the esoteric and the consumer trash of everyday life
on the net.
By making themselves a part of their artwork, the two artists of neclectic play with the
issues about self-presentation and absence-in-presence. Their research into topics
about the authentic and the virtual appears through different points of view in their
artworks and performances which scraping on the glamorous surface of the show
business. At first sight their staging is good entertainment but it‘s quickly being turned
into the opposite.

PRELAUNCH
In preparation of the exhibition „Beyond Virtuality“ teasers were presented which advertised the upcoming show (1). Only invited persons could reach a hidden website by
following a link they had received by email (2). The website was designed like a command
center (related to ALTER CONSTRAINT‘s website) where the visitors could watch the
teasers and get more information about the exhibition (3). Later the teasers were also
presented as commercials during the progam‘s breaks at „clair-obscur filmfestival“ in
Basel.
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WEBSITE
By the opening of the exhibition the homepage of „Beyond Virtuality“ (1) has been attached on the website www.neclectic.com. At this extra section the visitor get diverse
information about the exhibition and the artists (2), can watch the show‘s latest trailer
(3) or participate the sweepstake (4). By July 2012, when the exhibtion is finished, a
virtual tour through the exhibtion space will be added to the website. The show will
then become virtual and consequently the exhibition space will be re-transferred into
cyberspace.
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MERCHANDISE
Before and during the exhibition advertising products such as booklets (1) and candies
(2) were sent to contacts and shared out at the exhibition place „La Filature“ and public
spaces like bars, cinemas and cultural institutions.
The booklets were completely designed by neclectic and functioned similarly to invitation
cards and flyers and included information about „neclectic“ and the exhibiton „Beyond
Virtuality“. The edition was 6000 pieces offset printing and each of them had a single
serial number printed on the backside. There were certain edition numbers neclectic
defined as special edition (for example 0000, 1111 etc.) and with each booklet the
owner could take part in a sweepstake on the web by using the printed serial number.
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The candies‘ wrap (3) was also designed by neclectic. The chosen taste was called
„ice“, the ordered amount for the exhibition and places outside of „La Filature“ was 25
kilogram (about 5000 candies).
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PERFORMANCE
Two performances took place simultaneously at the opening of the exhibition.
At the entrance („Welcome Space“) neclectic were sitting in front of their live-sized
wall stickers, chewing gum during all the opening and talking to nobody (1). From the
monitor, showing a rotating card with the pictures of the artists, voices with different
accents welcomed the entering visitors.
At the last space of the exhibition an artwork became a bar during the opening. Two
barkeepers served drinks to the visitors by standing on a socket, each on one side of
the bar and looking at each other‘s faces. The visitors had to decide from which side
they wanted to order a drink (2).
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EXHIBITION SPACE 1
Space 1 of the exhibition included the „Welcome Space“ at the entrance (1) and a
corridor of 17 metres in length (2). A black carped covered the floor of that part of
the exhibition.
At the „Welcome Space“ two life-sized stickers of the artists were put on the wall
on both sides next to a monitor. On the monitor was an animated card rotating and
showing the posing artists. On the floor were two cubes filled with foam material
showing mashup images, made from artists‘ fotos and images from the web, on
each side of their surface.
The corridor was built as a blind alley so the visitors had to go back to the entrance
to continue the tour through the exhibition.
On both wall sides of the corridor were objects whose shapes are inspired by the
rebuilt version of a „Rubik‘s Cube“ (as a cuboctahedron) made out of pyramids with
a triangular or a square base, covered with black plastic film (3). Following the origins‘ appearance there were stickers on the front surface of each object, showing
fragmented images downloaded from the web. At the end of the corridor there was
a lectern-like object covered with white plastic film and with three fitted monitors on
which short video loops showed excerpts of the reconstruction of „Rubik‘s Cubes“
and Speedcubing events found on the web (4).
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EXHIBITION SPACE 2
At the second room of the exhibition there was a showcase standing in front of six
picture panels mounted on two brackets on the wall (1).
There were three pieces of jewelry presented within the showcase (2). The shapes of the
jewelry and of the showcase itself are related to the former logo of ALTER CONSTRAINT
(a diamond-shaped drawing within a blue sphere).
The picture panels are made of prints on metalized film behind acrylic glass with a crystalized surface, mounted on hardboard. The pictures are photographs taken of the jewelry
pieces put on images from fashion magazines (3). Depending on one‘s point of view, the
pictures are visible or disappear behind the reflecting light.
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EXHIBITION SPACE 3
Space 3 was a bright illuminated room with a white carped on the floor and a white
object in its center. The object‘s shape is related to ALTER CONSTRAINT‘s Visitor
Center (a reconstructed cuboctahedron) which can be found on their website. The
top part of the object is a six channel loudspeaker. Computer generated voices, downloaded from the web, were rearranged in cooperation with the Tokyo based music
group „aM“. The result is a mix of chopped slogans and ambient rhythms.
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EXHIBITION SPACE 4
The center piece of the exhibition was a stage-lounge with a triple video projection (1).
The lounge offered ten seats where the visitors could sit on pillows covered with glossy
red PVC (2). To each seat belonged manipulated glasses to watch the video projection
through a grid pattern (3). Sitting on the pillows the visitors became the attraction for
the ones who stood aside and the lounge became the stage.
The video projection was a loop of 8‘30“ and at the bottom of the image there was
a timeline showing the actual position. The video was divided into different chapters
which were related to the key issues of all exhibition spaces. The artist‘s collaboration
neclectic was also represented by animated images and excerpts from recordings of
an early performance, showing them sitting, drinking and chatting (4).
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EXHIBITION SPACE 5
Next to the stage-lounge stood an artwork that became the bar for the performance
during the opening. It was designed to serve and to order drinks from both sides.
However during the exhibition it wasn‘t used as a bar anymore so after the opening it
became an „ordinary“ artwork again (1).
The artwork was painted in red and green and the surface of the table board was
covered with green felt cloth surrounded by a pad made of black artificial leather. In
the center of the table board there was the former logo of ALTER CONSTRAINT half
black, half red, made of plastic film (2).
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